
SCHOOL CHOICE
The Kansas House approved HB 2615 this week with a vote of 65-59. The bill would require every school
district to create a policy for establishing enrollment capacity limits by grade level and building size no later
than January 2023. After that, contingent on available classroom space, the districts would be required to
accept all nonresident K-12 students who have had no demonstrated problems such as absenteeism,
suspensions, or expulsions. Currently 90% of Kansas school districts already accept nonresidential transfers
with nearly 20K students enrolled in schools outside their assigned district. The Senate approved its own
version of this legislation just a day earlier. Neither bill has any provision for transportation or transportation
funding for those who take advantage of this opportunity.

EDUCATIONAL TRANSPARENCY
The Kansas Senate passed SB 496 with a 24-15 vote this week. The bill makes the state’s public school system
more transparent by guaranteeing parents the right to review their child’s class curriculums, instructional
materials, and teaching lesson plans as well as all their educational and medical records held on file by the
school district. The bill now goes to the House that has been working on a similar but more restrictive
measure. Democratic Governor Laura Kelly has criticized the bill but stopped short of saying she will veto it.

AMENDING CONSTITUTION
The Kansas Senate approved a proposal to amend the state constitution to give the Legislature authority to
overturn state rules and regulations established by the executive branch with a simple majority vote whenever
they deem it necessary. Voters will ultimately decide whether this oversight is warranted when they face the
issue on the upcoming November ballot. Two other amendments under consideration - one regarding tax
increases and the other regarding supreme court justice appointments - have been shelved after an
unexpected bi-partisan contingent of lawmakers voted against them.

PUBLIC HEALTH
After a lengthy debate, the controversial Senate Substitute for HB 2280 was passed in the wee hours of
Thursday morning with a vote of 21-16. The legislation authorizes physicians to prescribe certain specific
drugs for off-label use in the treatment of all variants of the coronavirus while still affording pharmacists the
latitude to deny filling such a prescription if they deem the dosage is incorrect or unsafe. The bill also grants
parents the right to refuse any/all vaccinations for their children - including all those currently required by law
- without reason or explanation. Childcare facilities and public schools will be required to give vaccine
exemptions without inquiry. Currently 9.2% of children in Kansas are not vaccinated, primarily for religious
reasons. Next the House must sign off on these changes to their bill that passed last year and then it will be
sent to Governor Kelly who is expected to veto it.



NEW BOUNDARIES
New Kansas legislative districts are close to being established with bipartisan support. This week the House
passed legislation with a 112-9 vote that added proposed boundaries for its members’ districts to an already
passed Senate bill that revised their districts. Next up, the House and Senate negotiators need to add a plan
for new State Board of Education districts to that legislation after which both chambers would have to vote
once more before sending the package on to Governor Kelly.

KDHE LIMITATIONS
The Kansas Senate passed two separate bills this week that would significantly limit state health official’s
efforts to fight contagious disease outbreaks. The first piece of legislation relieves the KDHE and other
governmental health officials of their authority to take the lead for emergency responses to future epidemics.
Instead, they will be limited to making recommendations to state lawmakers who will be the decision makers
for managing any on-going crisis situations. The second bill addresses two specific preventative public health
measures. Mask requirements and limitations on public gatherings would no longer be allowed to be initiated
by any state official without legislative review and approval. These bills now move to the House for
consideration. In other KDHE news, The Kansas House also voted this week to bar the department from
renegotiating any contracts with private insurance companies that administer the state’s Medicaid program.
Any future changes will have to be approved by Legislative leaders next year.

STATE BUDGET
The Kansas Senate has approved a first draft of the state budget this week which severely departs from
Governor Kelly’s proposed plan introduced in January. The Senate fiscal plan includes an estimated $165
million in tax cuts over three years while keeping the full tax on groceries, removing the $250 tax rebate for all
Kansans, and eliminating additional higher education funding. The final budget will be negotiated in late April
when legislators have a clearer picture of the state’s finances.

CABINET APPOINTEE
Governor Kelly announced this week Department of Administration Secretary and Chief Information
Technology Officer Dr. Angela Burns-Wallace has become a member of the Governor’s Council on Foreign
Relations while maintaining her current position. Angela is a perfect fit having started her career as a Foreign
Service Officer with the U.S. Department of State, where she served as a press attaché in Pretoria, South
Africa, and was also stationed in Guangzhou, China. The Council on Foreign Relations is an independent,
nonpartisan membership organization that was founded in 1921. Kelly’s office said the Council is dedicated to
being a resource for its members, government officials, business executives, journalists, educators and
students, civic and religious leaders, and other citizens interested in foreign policy.


